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Dear Parent/s / Carer/s
Despite the mixed weather, it has been such a delight to host all pupils on site once again.
The excitement could be felt from the very first minute, with energy levels and smiles lovely
to witness in class and at playtimes.
Library
As you know, we’ve been working on the library project for some time. Special thanks go to
our FONH for their £4000 donation and Miss Head for leading the project. There is still much
to do as we continue to develop the resources with the help of WS Library Services and we
very much look forward to the day when a change in guidance allows access for all pupils.
Meanwhile, we hope that you enjoy the attached photographs!
Next on our list is the full redecoration of Y6 Mulberry and the resurfacing of the trim trail
area on the top playground, which isn’t in the best of health.
Reminders and Updates
COVID-19 data updates for children and young people is attached for your information. With
schools now opening up fully, things are undoubtedly starting to feel different and for many
weeks now rates have been steadily declining.
It is important to remember that the virus is still with us and cases may well rise again,
hopefully less rapidly than previously now there are many mitigation measures in place.
We can all play our part in preventing the spread of the virus and it is especially important for
us all to keep following the current guidance.
We are duty bound to minimise any possible lines of infection, so remind all families to leave
the playground as soon as you’ve picked up. Unfortunately, children should not be running
around playing with each other before or after school.
Finally, thank you to all Parent/s/Carer/s for keeping their distance from classroom doors this
week – this has really been appreciated by our staff and families who have previously
expressed concerns.
Kind regards
M Gildea
Headteacher
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Working together, we enjoy and achieve

